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ΟΝΟΜΑΤΕΠΩΝΥΜΟ ΣΠΟΥΔΑΣΤΗ/ΡΙΑΣ ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
    
  Good luck!!! 

ΘΕΜΑΤΑ 
 
EXERCISE Α. Fill in the gaps with the following words/expressions. There are extra words.                              (3 p.)    

wide berth, predecessor, implementation, competence, morale, remitted, litigation, unattended, itinerary, 
confiscated, reimbursed, manifest 

1. The ISM Code provides guidelines for the proper ………….. of safety and pollution prevention management.  
2. Never leave baggage …………..  . 
3. Mine clearing operation in vicinity of your position.   …………..  requested.  
4. Wages for seafarers are …………..  to their bank account.  
5. The DPA’s …………..  included a visit to two vessels in Rotterdam.  
6. Your expenses will be …………..  by the company. All you need to do is keep the receipts.  
7. The package contained liquid and was …………..  at the airport.  
8. The Master took command following a short handover from his …………..  . 
9. After the occupational accident, which resulted in the Bosun’s injury, the crew is suffering from low …………..  . 
10. An STCW Certificate of …………..  is required for an OOW to work on the bridge. 

 
EXERCISE B. Match to make collocations. Write the correct word/expression in the gaps.               (3 p.) 

 
plan, factor, pilotage, effect, advantage, ensued, culture, causes, human error, regulations, permit, account, time, 

lookout, orders 

 
1. contributory …………..   6. detrimental …………..   11. applicable …………..   
2. competitive …………..   7. no blame …………..   12. ample …………..   
3. a short discussion …………..   8. mitigate …………..   13. execution of …………..   
4. safe conduct of …………..   9. root …………..   14. take into …………..   
5. contingency …………..   10. when circumstances …………..   15. maintain proper …………..   
 
EXERCISE C. Match the synonyms/definitions. Write the correct word next to the numbered expressions. There 
are extra words.                                                                                                          (2 p.) 

goal, deployment, rupture, dent, countermand, magnitude, liable, proficient, accustomed, reluctance 

1. size, importance  5. a slight hollow in a hard even surface made by pressure  
2. skilled in doing/using something  6. familiar with  
3. cancel the original command and give a new one  7. objective  
4. bringing into effective action  8. unwillingness to do something 
 
EXERCISE D. Find and write the term next to its definition.                     (2 p.) 
                    
1. Evaluating the likelihood of harm and the potential consequences of an operation.  
2. An accident that almost happened.  
3. The person who provides a link between the company and the ship, as per ISM.  
4. Part of the anchor that offers a grip into the seabed.  
5. Any fracture or passage-way through which sea ice is navigable by surface vessels. 
            Οι εισηγήτριες   

Αθανασιάδου Ιφιγένεια, Παναγοπούλου Μαρία 


